In this paper, it is shown that the tachyon field equations from the Dirac-Born-Infeld effective action admits tachyon profile solutions after performing appropriate field redefinitions. Even for the effective action including the background fields, the tachyon profile solutions, with coordinates deformed by the background gauge field, are also achieved in various dimensions. The coupling relation between the tachyon profile and the background fields indicates that the electromagnetic field can only be constant in 1 + 1 dimensions and can be either constant or tachyonic on higher dimensional D-branes.
Introduction
In Type IIA or IIB superstring theory, the unstable D-brane system, a single non-BPS D-brane or a D-D brane system, can decay into a stable one with lower dimensions. This dynamic process can be depicted by a tachyonic mode field rolling down off the top of the potential to the minimum.
The tachyon condensation process has been studied in various open string field theories, where a classical tachyon profile is usually adopted. A prominent example is the boundary conformal field theory (BCFT). The time-dependent behaviour of the rolling tachyon can be analysised by the world-sheet conformal field theory deformed by an operator, which is made up of a deformation parameter λ and a time-dependent, marginal tachyon profile T (x 0 ) = λ cosh x 0 , where x 0 is the time coordinate. Some key results about the tachyon condensation have been achieved in this theory by Sen [1, 2, 3, 4] . While the inhomogeneous properties are sometimes also important. In [5] , the inhomogeneous theory was realised by invoking an inhomogeneous tachyon profile of the form: T = λe ωx 0 cos( k · x), with ω 2 + k 2 = 1, which essentially describes an ordinary scalar field of negative mass 2 . The tachyon effective theory also correlates with the tachyon profile. As shown in the work [6] , the Dirac-Born-Infeld (DBI) style effective action can be derived from a general effective action setup, which is constructed based on some basic assumptions, with the aid of the time-dependent tachyon profile T (x 0 ) = T + e βx 0 + T − e −βx 0 , where β is a constant. The tachyon potential derived in this method takes the form: C(T ) = 1/ cosh (βT ). Another effective action with a different potential C(T ) = exp (−β 2 T 2 ) is also obtained in [7] via the spacedependent tachyon profile: T (x) = sin (kx). This action has a similar profile to the DBI action [8] .
In this paper, we are intended to investigate the relation between the DBI action and the tachyon profile. With the field redefinition technique used in [6] , we shall show that there exist tachyon profile solutions in the tachyon field equations from the DBI action. In the series of work [9, 10, 11] , efforts have been devoted to making semi-analytical and numerical solutions of the space-time dependent tachyon field. However, the numerical simulation always breaks down due to the singularity of the field gradient emerging in a finite time. Here, we shall provide an exactly analytical solution -the tachyon profile solution, which is space-time dependent in arbitrary dimensions. It is valid for either the real or the complex tachyon field, the latter of which is usually adopted in the D-D brane system. Moreover, this solution can be obtained for some general potential forms, but not only for the particular one C(T ) = 1/ cosh (βT ) as discussed in [6] .
The most important point is that this result can be extended to the DBI action including the background fields. In the DBI effective action, the tachyon field couples to the slow varying background fields in a manifest form, which makes it possible to investigate the coupling between them in the low energy limit. However, to date, only approximate discussions by expanding the background fields to quadratic derivatives terms [12, 13, 14] and discussions in simple cases [15, 16, 17, 18, 14, 19] have been made. In the present work, we shall use the tachyon profile action obtained in the free tachyon field case to study the rolling tachyon dynamics in the presence of the massless background fields. We find exact solutions and coupling relations.
The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, we discuss the general aspects of the tachyon field redefinition. In Section 3, the tachyon profile solutions according to different type of potentials are explored with the field redefnitions. The situation of wrapping the tachyon profile on a circle is discussed. In Section 4, we investigate the field equations in the presence of background fields in various dimensions. Finally, some conclusions are given in the last section. All through the paper, we take the convention η µν = diag(−, +, +, · · · ).
The tachyon field redefinition
The DBI action for the tachyon field in the absence of the background fields has a simple form [20, 21, 22] :
where C(T ) is the runaway potential which has the maximum value at T = 0 and the minimum value 0 as |T | → ∞. The equation of motion from the action (1) is:
where T = η µν ∂ µ ∂ ν T and C ′ = ∂C(T )/∂T . If one takes the redefinition:
the DBI action (1) deforms to:
where V is the new potential:
and U is
f ′ denotes ∂f (φ)/∂φ. When T = f (φ) = φ, we recover the original action (1):
The equation of motion from the new action (4) is:
where V ′ = dV (φ)/dφ and U ′ = dU(φ)/dφ. The field can be more simply written as, only relying on f :
where C ′ = ∂C(f )/∂f . It is clear to see that the last two terms remain the same form for any field mapping function f .
With the field redefinition, a series of equivalent actions and field equations can be obtained by changing the mapping function f . For example, we can change the DBI action into a BI form whose potential is V (φ) = 1. For the inverse hyperbolic potential,
the field mapping should be:
with −∞ < φ < ∞. The constant β = 1 for the bosonic string and β = 1/ √ 2 for superstring. The expected BI action is:
With this action, it is easy to get its 1-dimensional static kink solution:
where the minimum of the potential C 0 = C(T = ±T 0 ) and T 0 is the maximum field amplitude located at x = x 0 . x = x m is where the kink resides and so T (x = x m ) = 0. For the exponential potential
the mapping relation satisfies:
where erf(z) ∈ [−1, 1] is the Error function and erf
). This yields:
From the two BI actions (11) and (15), we can clearly see that: the 1-dimensional kink solution from the former is periodic but that from the latter is not. Therefore, the field redefinition can help to decide whether a tachyon potential leads to a periodic kink solution by recasting the DBI action into the BI form.
The tachyon profile solutions
As we have seen, the field redefinition can produce an infinite number of equivalent DBI actions and field equations, from which we may extract some useful information. In this section, we shall show that there exist tachyon profile solutions in some specific equations of motion after field redefinitions. The field mapping functions f for the redefinitions are chosen in terms of the ratio C ′ (T )/C(T ), which appears in the field equation. For convenience, we only consider the T ≥ 0 case. The results for the negative field case are straightforward.
It is believed that, for large field T , the tachyon potential has a form C(T ) ∝ e −βT [23] . For this type of potentials, the ratio −C ′ (T )/C(T ) is constant. Like the potential (9), the ratio equals β for T ≫ 1/β, with which, the equation of motion (8) becomes:
(
If we adopt the field redefinition:
the field equation deforms to:
Obviously, its solution is the space-time dependent tachyon profile:
where
and φ 1 , φ 2 are constants. Setting k 0 = −iω, we can express the solution as:
where h 1 (t) = φ 1 cosh (ωt) + φ 2 sinh (ωt) and h 2 (t) = φ 2 cosh (ωt) − φ 1 sinh (ωt). So φ → ±∞ in areas other than the kinks and anti-kinks as t → ∞. Thus, the solution for T is:
where T 1,2 = βφ 1,2 . One can easily prove that the solution (21) satisfies the original equation of motion (16) .
It goes to 0 exponentially when the tachyon field grows to infinity. The same result in the 1 + 1 dimensions has been obtained in the numerical calculations in [9, 11] . Inserting Eq. (22) in the field equation (16), we further get:
To compare with the analytical solution in Eq. (12), we take into account the solution in the static case, which is:
with k 2 = β 2 . The relation (22) still applies here:
2 . However, the quantity 1 + ∂ i T s ∂ i T s does not necessarily tend to zero since e βTs and T s1 have the same order of magnitude. It is convenient to write the solution (24) as
by adjusting the coordinates. The quantity becomes:
At positions where k · x = 2nπ (n is integer), T s gets its maximum values and 1 + ∂ i T s ∂ i T s = 1, which leads to:
It is consistent to the 1-dimensional static kink solution (12) which satisfies ∂ 2 T /∂x 2 = −β at the field peaks. This relation actually can also be obtained directly from the field equation (16) by applying the condition ∂ i T s = 0 for the field extrema.
The exponential potential (13) is the case. Its equation of motion is:
Large field
No apparent redefinition relation has been found for achieving the space-time dependent solution. However, as stated at the end of last subsection, we can consider the static solution around the field peaks. With the condition ∂ i T s ≃ 0, the time independent field equation (27) around the peaks becomes approximately:
It also has the tachyon profile solution.
Small field
For small fields T < 1/β, both of the potentials (9) and (13) satisfy −C ′ /C = β 2 T . With a general field mapping: T = f (φ), the equation (27) deforms to:
The second term in the square bracket can be dropped out if the mapping function satisfies:
or equivalently:
Taking use of the relation:
we can get:
for T < 1/β. Therefore, the field equation can be approximately recast into:
Since f ≃ φ for small T and φ, the solution should be:
with k 2 = β 2 . This solution applies in two situations: (i) at the beginning of the condensation when the tachyon field starts running off the top of the potential; (ii) around the kinks and anti-kinks where T = 0. For the p = 1 case, the solution (35) is consistent to the static solution (12) .
It is clear to see that solving the field equation (34) to get the tachyon profile solution corresponds to separating the equation into two equations, one of which is φ + β 2 φ = 0. The counterpart from the original field equation (27) is:
We can verify that the solution (35) satisfies this equation.
C(T
We will concentrate on this potential because, as we will see soon, it is the particular potential that leads to an exact field mapping relation linking the DBI action to the tachyon profile. The DBI action (1) with this potential can be derived from a general effective action setup with the aid of the time-dependent tachyon profile [6] . So this potential would play a crucial role on understanding the tachyon field DBI action.
The equation of motion with this potential is:
Making the field redefinition:
we have the Lagrangian:
In [6] , this Lagrangian is derived directly from the general effective action setup. Then the field redefinition (38) is adopted to reach the standard DBI action (1). The equation of motion for this Lagrangian is:
In the homogeneous case, the equation reduces to:
It is the equation of motion of a free scalar field with negative mass 2 : m 2 = −β 2 . Its solution is the time dependent tachyon profile. For the p = 1 static case,
The solution is the space dependent tachyon profile. Like Eq. (18), the redefined field equation (40) also accounts for the full space-time dependent tachyon profile solution (19) and (20) . Setting φ 2 = 0 and adjusting the coordinates, we can write the tachyon profile as: φ = φ 1 cosh (ωt) cos ( k · x) as in [5] . As pointed out in [6] , this solution can also be obtained by Lorentz transformation based on the time-dependent tachyon profile. Thus, the solution of T is:
where the constant λ = βφ 1 . When T is large, the potential (9) approximately satisfies −C ′ (T )/C(T ) = β. Correspondingly, the solution (43) becomes (21). When T is small, it approximately becomes the solution (35) for the case of −C ′ (T )/C(T ) = β 2 T . Similarly, solving Eq. (37) to get the solution (43) corresponds to separating Eq. (37) into two equations, one of which is:
This equation is also a field equation from the action:
with C(T ) = C m / cosh (βT ). A similar action with the potential (13) has been adopted in the field model in [24, 12] .
Wrapping on a circle
There are two extra points for the tachyon profile solutions. First, the field mapping relations and the solutions are also true for the complex tachyon field. The corresponding solutions are the complex tachyon profiles. Secondly, the complete solution should include all possible momentum modes, among which the lowest momenta dominate [5] . It is convenient to express the complete tachyon profile solution as:
where φ + , φ − are constants and k 2 = ω 2 + k 2 = β 2 with k 0 = iω. ω and k i are real, which requires |ω|, |k i | < β. This is different from the ordinary scalar field, for which, k 2 equals negative mass squared and so there is no such restriction on the components of k µ .
Let's consider the situation of wrapping one of the directions x on a circle of radius R. Along the circumference, the field is identical with the shift: x → x + 2πR. Therefore, the momentum must satisfy:
where n is integer. When R ≤ 1/β, there is no tachyonic mode for the tachyon profile (46). Only ordinary scalar field can exist. When R < 2/β, there is only one mode: |k x | = 1/R. When R → ∞, there exists infinite number of tachyonic states.
Coupling to the background fields
We have discussed the free tachyon field in the previous section. It has been shown that, for some tachyon potentials, the field equations after field redefinition have the tachyon profile solution, which is essentially an ordinary free scalar field with negative mass squared. In this section, we will consider the situation with background fields involved. The tachyon effective action for the non-BPS Dp-brane, including the massless background fields, is given by [20, 25, 23] :
where 
The static solution
For the p = 1 and static case, the action (48) is:
where E x is the electric field along the x direction. This action without the scalar field Y has been studied in [26] . It turns out that E x governed by the equations of motion must be constant. The tachyon field still has the solitonic solution, just as the case with zero electric field. In what follows, we will think about the situation involving the scalar field Y . The equation of motion of T is:
Let's assume that there is some position x = x 0 where the tachyon field gradient vanishes, i.e., ∂ x T | x=x 0 =0. Then T 0 should be the maximum or minimum field. So the potential at T 0 gets the minimum value: C 0 = C(T 0 ). The background fields at this point are set to be E x (x = x 0 ) = E 0 , ∂ x Y | x=x 0 = a and so u(x = x 0 ) = 1 − E 2 0 + a 2 = u 0 . Multiplying ∂ x T from both sides of Eq. (50), we can rewrite the right hand side as:
2 , and further get:
The equations of motion with respect to Y and E x are respectively:
and
In terms of (51), (52) and (53), we can have the solutions:
The electric field is constant. Y satisfies the massless scalar field equation
For the potential (9), the solution of T is the same to (12) except for an extra factor √ u 0 . With the field mapping T = (1/β) sinh −1 (βφ), one can have the space-dependent tachyon profile solution φ ∝ sin (βx). If we set the solution of Y to be Y = ax, the tachyon profile can be expressed as φ ∝ sin (βY /a).
D-string
In constrast to the static case, it is hard to deal with the tachyon field equation coupling to the background fields in the 1 + 1 or higher dimensions with the original DBI action about T . Here, we will show that this problem becomes easier by using the tachyon profile action that comes from the potential (9) and the field mapping relation (38), with which, the 1 + 1 dimensional action from (48) is rearranged as:
) and E(t, x) = F 01 = −F 10 is the electric field along the x direction.
First, we ignore the scalar field Y . The field equations of the electric field and the tachyon field are respectively:
where y = (1 − E 2 )U(φ) + ∂φ · ∂φ. Eq. (58) contains two independent equations, both of which imply that E/y is constant, i.e., y = CE, where C is a constant. So we can get an expression of 1 − E 2 and plug it in Eq. (59) to obtain:
There are two obvious cases to get the solutions to the equation. One is to let E(t, x) be a function of φ(t, x). Inserting it in the equation, one can get E = φ ∝ e ikx with k · k = −C 2 . So both E and φ are ordinary scalar fields. The other case is that E is constant, in which φ has the tachyon profile solution φ ∝ e ikx with k · k = C 2 E 2 β 2 . To look at the solution more manifestly, we can make the reparametrisation of the coordinates:
Taking use of the relation y = CE, Eq. (59) can be recast into:
where = η µν ∂ µ ∂ ν . So in the new coordinates, φ has the tachyon profile solution φ = λe ike x , where λ is constant and the momenta satisfy k · k = C 2 β 2 . Inserting the result in the relation y = CE, we can verify that the electric field is constant:
Move forward to include the single scalar field Y along one of the transverse directions to the D-string. From the action (48), we derive the field equations with respect to E, Y and φ, which are respectively:
From Eq (63), we also have y = CE, with which Eq. (64) gives:
where a µ is a constant vector. Multiplying ∂ µ φ from both sides of the equation, we can have:
Similarly, we make the reparametrisation
Therefore, to get a tachyon profile solution φ = λe ω e t e ike x with ω 2 + k 2 = C 2 β 2 , one option is to set:
where c µ = (c 0 , c 1 ) is a constant vector. This requires:
Combing with Eq. (66), we have the restriction on φ:
A simple solution is:
which is also consistent with Eq. (67). This solution actually leads to H µν = 0 and so Z µ = 0, c µ = 0. In this situation, the field equation (64) of the massless field Y reduces to:
For the tachyon profile solution, the condition H µν = 0 requires that
So one of the constant a 0 and a 1 should be imaginary since k and ω are both real, for which we can write the tachyon profile as φ = λe αY , where α is a constant. The tachyon profile with the coupling relation (75) should always be a choice of solution, though this is just a special case in which H µν = 0.
Inserting the results in y = CE, we have:
The electric field is still constant in this situation.
Higher dimensional electromagnetic field
Since the p = 1 dimensional background electric field can only be constant, it is appealing to investigate the higher dimensional case. For simplicity, we will consider unstable D2-branes in the electromagnetic field background. The action (48) without the scalar fields Y m can be rewritten:
G T is an interaction term between the the tachyon field and the electromagnetic field, with the analogy to the Lorentz force. The 3-dimensional Levi-Civita tensor ǫ µνρ = −ǫ µνρ with ǫ 012 = −ǫ 012 = 1. Compared to the form derived in [18] , the action (77) obtained here has a simpler form.
Taking use of the potential (9) and the field redefinition (38), we reach the action of φ:
where G = ǫ µνρ ∂ µ φF νρ . The equations of motion with respect to the gauge field and φ are respectively:
Denoting F 01 = E 1 , F 02 = E 2 and F 12 = B, we can express the three component equations of Eq. (80) as:
Any one of the equations can be derived from another two. The combination of the three equations leads to:
The version of the equation without the tachyon field can also be derived from the equation ∂ µ F µν = 0. From the the previous discussion, we can learn that the kinetic term y with the tachyon profile solution is usually a function depending on the gauge field background. For the free tachyon field, the corresponding tachyon profile solution gives y = √ U + ∂φ · ∂φ = 1. For D-strings in the presence of the electric field, y = (1 − E 2 )U + ∂φ · ∂φ = CE. In terms of this feature, one can try to explore the solution of Eq. (81) by making the reparametrisation
If we can get a solution that renders y to be a function purely depending on E 1 , E 2 and B, then this reparametrisation is appropriate for achieving the solution.
Denoting G = ǫ µνρ ∂ µ φF νρ , we can rewrite Eq. (81) as:
where Z µ = Gǫ µνρ F νρ . It is easy to know that the condition that the equation has the tachyon profile solution is:
where c µ = (c 0 , c 1 , c 2 ) is a constant vector. The condition requires:
Inserting it in Eq. (82) and (83), we get:
which further gives:
. Therefore, for the tachyon profile solution φ = λe ik·e x , the components of k µ satisfy the relation:
However, there is a problem about this coupling relation. If φ = λe ik·e x is an ordinary scalar field whose momenta k 0 , k 1 and k 2 are all real, the coupling relation (90) will be fine. But, for a tachyon field φ, k 0 = iω is imaginary, which requires at least one of the component fields B, E 1 and E 2 should be imaginary as well. Let's set the gauge field to be A µ = b µ e iq·x . Then an option to keep k 0 to be imaginary is that b 1 , b 2 and q 0 are imaginary and the rest parameters are real. This means that the electromagnetic field should be also of tachyonic mode.
From Eq. (86) and (87), we have
The tachyon profile solution satisfies the relation ∂φ · ∂φ = −y 2 β 2 φ 2 . Inserting the results in the expression of y leads to
where c 2 = c µ c µ . So y is a function depending on the background electromagnetic field. The above tachyon profile solution should be valid.
As in the 1 + 1 dimensions, there is another possibility that gives the tachyon profile solution: the background electromagnetic field is constant. In this case, the electromagnetic field equation drops out. The last two terms in the tachyon field equation (85) become:
Then the condition to get the tachyon profile solution should be:
where d is a constant. Therefore, the tachyon profile momenta k µ do not need to satisfy the coupling relation in Eq. (90) any more. With the results, y is
It is a constant and is related to (92) with the substitution d = 1/E. For higher dimensional (p > 2) Dp-branes, we postulate that the action worked out from (48) should have a similar form to (77) except that the interaction term G 2 is replaced by a series of multi-coupling terms
However, for n ≥ 2, G T n = 0 due to the permutation symmetries on ∂ µ 1 T · · · ∂ µn T and the anti-symmetries on the Levi-Civita tensor. So the tachyon DBI action for an arbitrary Dp-brane in the pure electromagnetic field background can be rewritten as the form in Eq. (77) from Eq. (48). Similar discussions and conclusions to the p = 2 case can be made.
Conclusions
It has been shown that the tachyon field equations from the DBI action lead to the space-time dependent tachyon profile solutions after specific well selected field redefinitions. The original tachyon field solution T correlates with the tachyon profile φ via a field mapping, which is decided by the form of the tachyon potential. In particular, for the inverse hyperbolic potential (9), there exists a simple and exact field mapping relation for all field values T . This is not surprising because this potential, together with the whole DBI action, can be derived with the time-dependent tachyon profile from a general effective action setup [6] , though this does not necessarily mean that the equation of motion from the DBI action must have the tachyon profile solution. With the complete tachyon profile solution including all possible momentum modes, we show that the tachyon profile solution can not exist in an extremely compact dimension. The tachyon profile action from the redefinition on the original DBI action with the potential (9) makes it very convinient to study the coupling of tachyon field to the background fields. We find that the tachyon profile couples to the background fields in a more manifest way than the original field T . Exact solutions of both the tachyon profile and the background fields are obtained. On D-strings, the electric field can only be constant. The scalar field Y along one of the transverse directions contributes a constant momentum background. The distribution of the constant momenta on the time and spatial directions decides the assignment of the momenta of the tachyon profile. On the non-BPS D2-branes, the tachyon profile can couple to the background electromagnetic field only when the electromagnetic field is also tachyonic mode. The reason would be that the tachyon condensation provides a source for the originally free electromagnetic field, as implied by Eq. (80), and drives it to the tachyonic mode. Alternatively, if the electromagnetic field is constant, there is also the tachyon profile solution, with no coupling restriction. In a sense, the DBI effective action in this case corresponds to the background independent string field theory, in which the tachyon profile and the assumption of taking the background fields to be constant are adopted.
In the discussion with background fields, only the simplest tachyon field solution has been explored. We can expect that there might be other solutions that do not require the background fields to be tachyonic or constant. Moreover, the discussion can be extended to more complicated situations like the supersymmetric case.
